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This book serves as a tool for any engineer who wants tolearn about circuits, electrical machines and drives, powerelectronics,
and power systems basics From time to time, engineers find they need to brush up oncertain fundamentals within electrical
engineering. This clear andconcise book is the ideal learning tool for them to quickly learnthe basics or develop an understanding
of newer topics. Fundamentals of Electric Power Engineering: FromElectromagnetics to Power Systems helps nonelectrical
engineersamass power system information quickly by imparting tools and tradetricks for remembering basic concepts and
grasping newdevelopments. Created to provide more in-depth knowledge offundamentals—rather than a broad range of
applicationsonly—this comprehensive and up-to-date book: Covers topics such as circuits, electrical machines and drives,power
electronics, and power system basics as well as newgeneration technologies Allows nonelectrical engineers to build their
electricalknowledge quickly Includes exercises with worked solutions to assist readers ingrasping concepts found in the book
Contains “in-depth” side bars throughout whichpique the reader’s curiosity Fundamentals of Electric Power Engineering is an
idealrefresher course for those involved in this interdisciplinarybranch. For supplementary files for this book, please visit
ahref="http://booksupport.wiley.com/"http://booksupport.wiley.com/a
Forensic engineers often specialize in a particular area such as structures, fires, or accident reconstruction. However, the nature of
the work often requires broad knowledge in the interrelated areas of physics, chemistry, biomechanics, and engineering. Covering
cases as varied as assessment of workplace accidents to the investigation of Halliburt
This handbook is an important and valuable source for engineers and researchers in the area of internal combustion engines
pollution control. It provides an excellent updated review of available knowledge in this field and furnishes essential and useful
information on air pollution constituents, mechanisms of formation, control technologies, effects of engine design, effects of
operation conditions, and effects of fuel formulation and additives. The text is rich in explanatory diagrams, figures and tables, and
includes a considerable number of references. An important resource for engineers and researchers in the area of internal
combustion engines and pollution control Presents and excellent updated review of the available knowledge in this area Written by
23 experts Provides over 700 references and more than 500 explanatory diagrams, figures and tables
Environmental Engineering: Fundamentals, Sustainability, Design presents civil engineers with an introduction to chemistry and
biology, through a mass and energy balance approach. ABET required topics of emerging importance, such as sustainable and
global engineering are also covered. Problems, similar to those on the FE and PE exams, are integrated at the end of each
chapter. Aligned with the National Academy of Engineering’s focus on managing carbon and nitrogen, the 2nd edition now
includes a section on advanced technologies to more effectively reclaim nitrogen and phosphorous. Additionally, readers have
immediate access to web modules, which address a specific topic, such as water and wastewater treatment. These modules
include media rich content such as animations, audio, video and interactive problem solving, as well as links to explorations. Civil
engineers will gain a global perspective, developing into innovative leaders in sustainable development.
Specifically designed as an introduction to the exciting world of engineering, ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: AN
INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING encourages students to become engineers and prepares them with a solid foundation in the
fundamental principles and physical laws. The book begins with a discovery of what engineers do as well as an inside look into the
various areas of specialization. An explanation on good study habits and what it takes to succeed is included as well as an
introduction to design and problem solving, communication, and ethics. Once this foundation is established, the book moves on to
the basic physical concepts and laws that students will encounter regularly. The framework of this text teaches students that
engineers apply physical and chemical laws and principles as well as mathematics to design, test, and supervise the production of
millions of parts, products, and services that people use every day. By gaining problem solving skills and an understanding of
fundamental principles, students are on their way to becoming analytical, detail-oriented, and creative engineers. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Containing contributions from leading academic and industrial researchers, this book provides a much needed update of foam
science research. The first section of the book presents an accessible summary of the theory and fundamentals of foams. This
includes chapters on morphology, drainage, Ostwald ripening, coalescence, rheology, and pneumatic foams. The second section
demonstrates how this theory is used in a wide range of industrial applications, including foam fractionation, froth flotation and
foam mitigation. It includes chapters on suprafroths, flotation of oil sands, foams in enhancing petroleum recovery, Gas-liquid
Mass Transfer in foam, foams in glass manufacturing, fire-fighting foam technology and consumer product foams. Key features:
Foam fractionation is an exciting and emerging technology, starting to gain significant attention Discusses a vital topic for many
industries, especially mineral processing, petroleum engineering, bioengineering, consumer products and food sector Links foam
science theory to industrial applications, making it accessible to an engineering science audience Summarizes the latest
developments in this rapidly progressing area of research Contains contributions from leading international researchers from
academia and industry
Many of the problems that engineers face involve randomly varying phenomena of one sort or another. However, if characterized
properly, even such randomness and the resulting uncertainty are subject to rigorous mathematical analysis. Taking into account
the uniquely multidisciplinary demands of 21st-century science and engineering, Random Phenomena: Fundamentals of
Probability and Statistics for Engineers provides students with a working knowledge of how to solve engineering problems that
involve randomly varying phenomena. Basing his approach on the principle of theoretical foundations before application, Dr.
Ogunnaike presents a classroom-tested course of study that explains how to master and use probability and statistics
appropriately to deal with uncertainty in standard problems and those that are new and unfamiliar. Giving students the tools and
confidence to formulate practical solutions to problems, this book offers many useful features, including: Unique case studies to
illustrate the fundamentals and applications of probability and foster understanding of the random variable and its distribution
Examples of development, selection, and analysis of probability models for specific random variables Presentation of core
concepts and ideas behind statistics and design of experiments Selected "special topics," including reliability and life testing,
quality assurance and control, and multivariate analysis As classic scientific boundaries continue to be restructured, the use of
engineering is spilling over into more non-traditional areas, ranging from molecular biology to finance. This book emphasizes
fundamentals and a "first principles" approach to deal with this evolution. It illustrates theory with practical examples and case
studies, equipping readers to deal with a wide range of problems beyond those in the book. About the Author: Professor
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Ogunnaike is Interim Dean of Engineering at the University of Delaware. He is the recipient of the 2008 American Automatic
Control Council's Control Engineering Practice Award, the ISA's Donald P. Eckman Education Award, the Slocomb Excellence in
Teaching Award, and was elected into the US National Academy of Engineering in 2012.
There are many text books about engineering design and some include project evaluation techniques. There are text books on accounting
methods and yet others on business management. This book does not aim to replace these specialized texts but brings together the
elements of these subjects that young engineers working in industry – particularly the construction industry and its customers – need to
understand. Most engineers learn about money the hard way: by experience in the workplace. The authors having done this themselves
recognized the gap in engineers’ education and set out to bridge it. This book is based on a 1996 course George Solt pioneered for finalyear engineering undergraduates. The book is written in an approachable style and gives young engineers as well as mature engineers an
insight into the way engineering businesses run, the importance of capital and the problems of cash flow.
Over the last century,medicine has come out of theblack bag and emerged as one of the most dynamic and advanced fields of development
in science and technology. Today, biomedical engineering plays a critical role in patient diagnosis, care, and rehabilitation. As such, the field
encompasses a wide range of disciplines, from biology and physiolog
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780131405707 .
"Fundamentals of Interfacial Engineering" provides chemical, electronic, mechanical, and biomedical engineers with a coherent, integrated
introduction to the fundamental concepts that relate to interfacial phenomena with applications to different processes and product situations.
This book emphasizes the importance of intermolecular forces in holding materials together within a bulk phase or across an interface. It
outlines the fundamental intermolecular interactions that occur in all interfacial systems. The work also describes the properties, processing,
and behavior of fluid interfacial systems and treats solid surfaces and interfaces. In addition to being of direct industrial relevance, this book
will provide engineering instructors with an excellent starting point for planning curriculum development in this important area.
Highlights the latest scientific and technological advances, from inventions and discoveries to mathematics, medicine and biology, to the
science behind everyday objects, while providing a history of technology.
This text aims to expose students to the science of optics and optical engineering without the complications of advanced physics and
mathematical theory.
This resource covers all areas of interest for the practicing engineer as well as for the student at various levels and educational institutions. It
features the work of authors from all over the world who have contributed their expertise and support the globally working engineer in finding
a solution for today‘s mechanical engineering problems. Each subject is discussed in detail and supported by numerous figures and tables.

This revised edition of Taylor's classic work on the internal-combustion engine incorporates changes and additions in
engine design and control that have been brought on by the world petroleum crisis, the subsequent emphasis on fuel
economy, and the legal restraints on air pollution. The fundamentals and the topical organization, however, remain the
same. The analytic rather than merely descriptive treatment of actual engine cycles, the exhaustive studies of air
capacity, heat flow, friction, and the effects of cylinder size, and the emphasis on application have been preserved. These
are the basic qualities that have made Taylor's work indispensable to more than one generation of engineers and
designers of internal-combustion engines, as well as to teachers and graduate students in the fields of power, internalcombustion engineering, and general machine design.
This applied thermoscience book covers the basic principles and applications of various types of internal combustion
engines. Explores the fundamentals of most types of internal combustion engines with a major emphasis on reciprocating
engines. Covers both spark ignition and compression ignition engines as well as those operating on four-stroke cycles
and on two-stroke cycles ranging in size from small model airplane engines to the larger stationary engines. Examines
recent advancements, such as, Miller cycle analysis, lean burn engines, 2-stroke cycle automobile engines, variable
valve timing, and thermal storage.
This edition of 'Micro Process Engineering' was originally published in the successful series 'Advanced Micro &
Nanosystems'. Authors from leading industrial players and research institutions present a concise and didactical
introduction to Micro Process Engineering, the combination of microtechnology and process engineering into a most
promising and powerful tool for revolutionizing chemical processes and industrial mass production of bulk materials, fine
chemicals, pharmaceuticals and many other products. The book takes the readers from the fundamentals of engineering
methods, transport processes, and fluid dynamics to device conception, simulation and modelling, control interfaces and
issues of modularity and compatibility. Fabrication strategies and techniques are examined next, focused on the
fabrication of suitable microcomponents from various materials such as metals, polymers, silicon, ceramics and glass.
The book concludes with actual applications and operational aspects of micro process systems, giving broad coverage to
industrial efforts in America, Europe and Asia as well as laboratory equipment and education.
This text, by a leading authority in the field, presents a fundamental and factual development of the science and
engineering underlying the design of combustion engines and turbines. An extensive illustration program supports the
concepts and theories discussed.
Heat Transfer Engineering: Fundamentals and Techniques reviews the core mechanisms of heat transfer and provides
modern methods to solve practical problems encountered by working practitioners, with a particular focus on developing
engagement and motivation. The book reviews fundamental concepts in conduction, forced convection, free convection,
boiling, condensation, heat exchangers and mass transfer succinctly and without unnecessary exposition. Throughout,
copious examples drawn from current industrial practice are examined with an emphasis on problem-solving for interest
and insight rather than the procedural approaches often adopted in courses. The book contains numerous important
solved and unsolved problems, utilizing modern tools and computational sources wherever relevant. A subsection on
common issues and recent advances is presented in each chapter, encouraging the reader to explore a greater diversity
of problems. Reveals physical solutions alongside their application in practical problems, with an aim of generating
interest from reality rather than dry exposition Reviews pertinent, contemporary computational tools, including emerging
topics such as machine learning Describes the complexity of modern heat transfer in an engaging and conversational
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style, greatly adding to the uniqueness and accessibility of the book
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities and energy efficient design -Process simulation -- Instrumentation and process control -- Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -Estimating revenues and production costs -- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -- General site
considerations -- Optimization in design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and design -- Design
of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors and mixers -- Separation of fluids -- Separation columns (distillation, absorption
and extraction) -- Specification and design of solids-handling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport and
storage of fluids.
Software Engineering: Architecture-driven Software Development is the first comprehensive guide to the underlying skills
embodied in the IEEE's Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) standard. Standards expert Richard
Schmidt explains the traditional software engineering practices recognized for developing projects for government or
corporate systems. Software engineering education often lacks standardization, with many institutions focusing on
implementation rather than design as it impacts product architecture. Many graduates join the workforce with incomplete
skills, leading to software projects that either fail outright or run woefully over budget and behind schedule. Additionally,
software engineers need to understand system engineering and architecture—the hardware and peripherals their
programs will run on. This issue will only grow in importance as more programs leverage parallel computing, requiring an
understanding of the parallel capabilities of processors and hardware. This book gives both software developers and
system engineers key insights into how their skillsets support and complement each other. With a focus on these key
knowledge areas, Software Engineering offers a set of best practices that can be applied to any industry or domain
involved in developing software products. A thorough, integrated compilation on the engineering of software products,
addressing the majority of the standard knowledge areas and topics Offers best practices focused on those key skills
common to many industries and domains that develop software Learn how software engineering relates to systems
engineering for better communication with other engineering professionals within a project environment
In the lifetimes of the authors, the world and especially the United States have received three significant “wake-up calls”
on energy production and consumption. The first of these occurred on October 15, 1973 when the Yom Kippur War
began with an attack by Syria and Egypt on Israel. The United States and many western countries supported Israel.
Because of the western support of Israel, several Arab oil exporting nations imposed an oil embargo on the west. These
nations withheld five million barrels of oil per day. Other countries made up about one million barrels of oil per day but the
net loss of four million barrels of oil production per day extended through March of 1974. This represented 7% of the free
world’s (i. e. , excluding the USSR) oil production. In 1972 the price of crude oil was about $3. 00 per barrel and by the
end of 1974 the price of oil had risen by a factor of 4 to over $12. 00. This resulted in one of the worst recessions in the
post World War II era. As a result, there was a movement in the United States to become energy independent. At that
time the United States imported about one third of its oil (about five million barrels per day). After the embargo was lifted,
the world chose to ignore the “wake-up call” and went on with business as usual.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - Thought leader, visionary, philanthropist, mystic, and yogi Sadhguru presents
Western readers with a time-tested path to achieving absolute well-being: the classical science of yoga. NAMED ONE
OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SPIRITUALITY & HEALTH The practice of hatha yoga, as we commonly
know it, is but one of eight branches of the body of knowledge that is yoga. In fact, yoga is a sophisticated system of selfempowerment that is capable of harnessing and activating inner energies in such a way that your body and mind function
at their optimal capacity. It is a means to create inner situations exactly the way you want them, turning you into the
architect of your own joy. A yogi lives life in this expansive state, and in this transformative book Sadhguru tells the story
of his own awakening, from a boy with an unusual affinity for the natural world to a young daredevil who crossed the
Indian continent on his motorcycle. He relates the moment of his enlightenment on a mountaintop in southern India,
where time stood still and he emerged radically changed. Today, as the founder of Isha, an organization devoted to
humanitarian causes, he lights the path for millions. The term guru, he notes, means "dispeller of darkness, someone
who opens the door for you. . . . As a guru, I have no doctrine to teach, no philosophy to impart, no belief to propagate.
And that is because the only solution for all the ills that plague humanity is self-transformation. Self-transformation means
that nothing of the old remains. It is a dimensional shift in the way you perceive and experience life." The wisdom distilled
in this accessible, profound, and engaging book offers readers time-tested tools that are fresh, alive, and radiantly new.
Inner Engineering presents a revolutionary way of thinking about our agency and our humanity and the opportunity to
achieve nothing less than a life of joy. Praise for Sadhguru and Inner Engineering "Contrarian and consistent, ancient
and contemporary, Inner Engineering is a loving invitation to live our best lives and a profound reassurance of why and
how we can."--Sir Ken Robinson, author of The Element, Finding Your Element, and Out of Our Minds: Learning to Be
Creative "I am inspired by Sadhguru's capacity for joy, his exuberance for life, and the depth and breadth of his curiosity
and knowledge. His book is filled with moments of wonder, awe, and intellectual challenge. I highly recommend it for
anyone interested in self-transformation."--Mark Hyman, M.D., director, Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional Medicine,
and New York Times bestselling author "Inner Engineering is a fascinating read of Sadhguru's insights and his teachings.
If you are ready, it is a tool to help awaken your own inner intelligence, the ultimate and supreme genius that mirrors the
wisdom of the cosmos."--Deepak Chopra
Dieses englischsprachige Fachbuch beschreibt ausführlich die Gestaltung und Herstellung von Schraubverbindungen
und untersucht Fehlerquellen in häufig angewandten Schraubverbindungen - eine ausgezeichnete Hilfe bei der
Entscheidung für die richtige Schraubverbindung in jeder Situation. Mit praxisnahen Übungen zur Berechnung von
Schraubverbindungen ist es insbesondere auch für Studenten der Ingenieurwissenschaften und Berufsanfänger ein
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profunder Einstieg in die Materie, der für einen differenzierten Umgang mit Schraubverbindungen sensibilisiert. Für
Ingenieure ist das Buch ein Basiswerk, das eine wichtige Rolle in der beruflichen Weiterentwicklung spielen kann.
Now in dynamic full color, SI ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING, 5e helps
students develop the strong problem-solving skills and solid foundation in fundamental principles they will need to
become analytical, detail-oriented, and creative engineers. The book opens with an overview of what engineers do, an
inside glimpse of the various areas of specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It then covers
the basic physical concepts and laws that students will encounter on the job. Professional Profiles throughout the text
highlight the work of practicing engineers from around the globe, tying in the fundamental principles and applying them to
professional engineering. Using a flexible, modular format, the book demonstrates how engineers apply physical and
chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and supervise the production of millions of parts,
products, and services that people use every day. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Offers data, examples, and applications supporting the use of the mechanical threshold stress (MTS) model Written by
Paul S. Follansbee, an international authority in the field, this book explores the underlying theory, mechanistic basis, and
implementation of the mechanical threshold stress (MTS) model. Readers are introduced to such key topics as
mechanical testing, crystal structure, thermodynamics, dislocation motion, dislocation–obstacle interactions, hardening
through dislocation accumulation, and deformation kinetics. The models described in this book support the emerging
theme of Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) by offering a foundation for the bridge between length
scales characterizing the mesoscale (mechanistic) and the macroscopic. Fundamentals of Strength begins with a chapter
that introduces various approaches to measuring the strength of metals. Next, it covers: Structure and bonding
Contributions to strength Dislocation–obstacle interactions Constitutive law for metal deformation Further MTS model
developments Data analysis: deriving MTS model parameters The next group of chapters examines the application of the
MTS model to copper and nickel, BCC metals and alloys, HCP metals and alloys, austenitic stainless steels, and heavily
deformed metals. The final chapter offers suggestions for the continued development and application of the MTS model.
To help readers fully understand the application of the MTS model, the author presents two fictional materials along with
extensive data sets. In addition, end-of-chapter exercises give readers the opportunity to apply the models themselves
using a variety of data sets. Appropriate for both students and materials researchers, Fundamentals of Strength goes
beyond theory, offering readers a model that is fully supported with examples and applications.
Fundamentals of Materials Science and Engineering takes an integrated approach to the sequence of topics – one
specific structure, characteristic, or property type is covered in turn for all three basic material types: metals, ceramics,
and polymeric materials. This presentation permits the early introduction of non-metals and supports the engineer's role
in choosing materials based upon their characteristics. Using clear, concise terminology that is familiar to students,
Fundamentals presents material at an appropriate level for both student comprehension and instructors who may not
have a materials background.
Gives students of automotive engineering a basic understanding of the principles involved with designing a vehicle and
includes details of engines and transmissions, vehicle aerodynamics and computer modelling.
Today, software engineers need to know not only how to program effectively but also how to develop proper engineering practices
to make their codebase sustainable and healthy. This book emphasizes this difference between programming and software
engineering. How can software engineers manage a living codebase that evolves and responds to changing requirements and
demands over the length of its life? Based on their experience at Google, software engineers Titus Winters and Hyrum Wright,
along with technical writer Tom Manshreck, present a candid and insightful look at how some of the world’s leading practitioners
construct and maintain software. This book covers Google’s unique engineering culture, processes, and tools and how these
aspects contribute to the effectiveness of an engineering organization. You’ll explore three fundamental principles that software
organizations should keep in mind when designing, architecting, writing, and maintaining code: How time affects the sustainability
of software and how to make your code resilient over time How scale affects the viability of software practices within an
engineering organization What trade-offs a typical engineer needs to make when evaluating design and development decisions
Micro process engineering is approaching both academia and industry. With the provision of micro devices, systems and whole
plants by commercial suppliers, one main barrier for using these units has been eliminated. This book focuses on processes and
their plants rather than on devices: what is 'before', 'behind' and 'around' micro device fabrication - and gives a comprehensive and
detailed overview on the micro-reactor plants and three topic-class applications which are mixing, fuel processing, and catalyst
screening. Thus, the book reflects the current level of development from 'micro-reactor design' to 'micro-reactor process design'.
This book elucidates the concepts and innovative models around prospective developments with respect to internal combustion
engine. It talks in detail about the techniques and applications of this technology. Internal combustion engine is a heat engine
which transforms chemical energy into mechanical energy. It is used in powered aircrafts, jet engines, turbo engines, helicopters,
etc. This text attempts to understand the multiple branches that fall under the discipline of internal combustion engines and how
such concepts have practical applications. It is a valuable compilation of topics, ranging from the basic to the most complex
theories and principles in this field. The topics covered in this extensive book deal with the core subjects of ICE. This textbook
aims to serve as a resource guide for students and experts alike and contribute to the growth of the discipline.
Providing a comprehensive introduction to the basics of Internal Combustion Engines, this book is suitable for: Undergraduatelevel courses in mechanical engineering, aeronautical engineering, and automobile engineering. Postgraduate-level courses
(Thermal Engineering) in mechanical engineering. A.M.I.E. (Section B) courses in mechanical engineering. Competitive
examinations, such as Civil Services, Engineering Services, GATE, etc. In addition, the book can be used for refresher courses for
professionals in auto-mobile industries. Coverage Includes Analysis of processes (thermodynamic, combustion, fluid flow, heat
transfer, friction and lubrication) relevant to design, performance, efficiency, fuel and emission requirements of internal combustion
engines. Special topics such as reactive systems, unburned and burned mixture charts, fuel-line hydraulics, side thrust on the
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cylinder walls, etc. Modern developments such as electronic fuel injection systems, electronic ignition systems, electronic
indicators, exhaust emission requirements, etc. The Second Edition includes new sections on geometry of reciprocating engine,
engine performance parameters, alternative fuels for IC engines, Carnot cycle, Stirling cycle, Ericsson cycle, Lenoir cycle, Miller
cycle, crankcase ventilation, supercharger controls and homogeneous charge compression ignition engines. Besides, air-standard
cycles, latest advances in fuel-injection system in SI engine and gasoline direct injection are discussed in detail. New problems
and examples have been added to several chapters. Key Features Explains basic principles and applications in a clear, concise,
and easy-to-read manner Richly illustrated to promote a fuller understanding of the subject SI units are used throughout Example
problems illustrate applications of theory End-of-chapter review questions and problems help students reinforce and apply key
concepts Provides answers to all numerical problems
Summarizes the analysis and design of today’s gas heat engine cycles This book offers readers comprehensive coverage of heat
engine cycles. From ideal (theoretical) cycles to practical cycles and real cycles, it gradually increases in degree of complexity so
that newcomers can learn and advance at a logical pace, and so instructors can tailor their courses toward each class level. To
facilitate the transition from one type of cycle to another, it offers readers additional material covering fundamental engineering
science principles in mechanics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, and thermochemistry. Fundamentals of Heat Engines:
Reciprocating and Gas Turbine Internal-Combustion Engines begins with a review of some fundamental principles of engineering
science, before covering a wide range of topics on thermochemistry. It next discusses theoretical aspects of the reciprocating
piston engine, starting with simple air-standard cycles, followed by theoretical cycles of forced induction engines, and ending with
more realistic cycles that can be used to predict engine performance as a first approximation. Lastly, the book looks at gas
turbines and covers cycles with gradually increasing complexity to end with realistic engine design-point and off-design
calculations methods. Covers two main heat engines in one single reference Teaches heat engine fundamentals as well as
advanced topics Includes comprehensive thermodynamic and thermochemistry data Offers customizable content to suit beginner
or advanced undergraduate courses and entry-level postgraduate studies in automotive, mechanical, and aerospace degrees
Provides representative problems at the end of most chapters, along with a detailed example of piston-engine design-point
calculations Features case studies of design-point calculations of gas turbine engines in two chapters Fundamentals of Heat
Engines can be adopted for mechanical, aerospace, and automotive engineering courses at different levels and will also benefit
engineering professionals in those fields and beyond.
The current, thoroughly revised and updated edition of this approved title, evaluates information sources in the field of technology.
It provides the reader not only with information of primary and secondary sources, but also analyses the details of information from
all the important technical fields, including environmental technology, biotechnology, aviation and defence, nanotechnology,
industrial design, material science, security and health care in the workplace, as well as aspects of the fields of chemistry, electro
technology and mechanical engineering. The sources of information presented also contain publications available in printed and
electronic form, such as books, journals, electronic magazines, technical reports, dissertations, scientific reports, articles from
conferences, meetings and symposiums, patents and patent information, technical standards, products, electronic full text
services, abstract and indexing services, bibliographies, reviews, internet sources, reference works and publications of
professional associations. Information Sources in Engineering is aimed at librarians and information scientists in technical fields as
well as non-professional information specialists, who have to provide information about technical issues. Furthermore, this title is
of great value to students and people with technical professions.
The heat engine where the combustion of a fuel occurs with an oxidizer inside a combustion chamber is known as internal
combustion engine. Inside an internal combustion engine, the combustion produces the expansion of the high-temperature and
high-pressure gases. This applies direct force to some components of the engine such as turbine blades, pistons, rotor or nozzle.
This force moves the components to a distance by transforming chemical energy into mechanical energy. Internal combustion
engine can be classified into reciprocating, rotary and continuous combustion. The reciprocating piston engines are the most
commonly used engines for land and water vehicles. Rotary engines are used in some aircraft, automobiles and motorcycles. The
topics included in this book on internal combustion engine are of utmost significance and bound to provide incredible insights to
readers. It outlines the processes and applications of such engines in detail. Those in search of information to further their
knowledge will be greatly assisted by this book.
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